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Abstract. Wireless sensor networks have profound effects on many application fields like 

security management which need an immediate, fast and energy efficient route. In this paper, 

we define a QoS based network layer for security management of chemical products ware-

house which can be classified as real-time and mission critical application. This application 

generate alert packets caused by unusual events which need a short end to end delay and low 

packet loss rate constraints. After each node compute his hop count and build his neighbors 

table in the initialization phase, packets can be routed to the sink. We use Random Re-

Routing protocol which dynamically transfers routine data packets to secondary paths in the 

network, while offering a fast track path with better QoS for the packets carrying unusual 

events data. We add an energy threshold for the routing protocol to control the energy con-

sumption and we adapt the network topology changes by rerun the initialization phase when 

chemical units were added or removed from the warehouse. Analysis shows that the network 

layer is energy efficient and can meet the QoS constraints of unusual events packets. 

Keywords. WSN, Security, Routing protocols, Quality of Service, Simulation. 

1.   Introduction 

In the sector of the chemical industry, the priority is granted to the protection and the 

safety of goods and people. It is for that besides that one seeks without cease to de-

velop increasingly reliable means ensuring safety at the level storage and handling of 

the dangerous chemicals, from where the integration of the Wireless Sensor Net-

works (WSN) in the systems design of security. 

Currently, many security systems depend on safety measurements eventually ex-

posing people lives to unpredictable environments as for examples storage and trans-

port activities of dangerous chemical substances. 
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This subject attracted the interest of several research projects as the research cen-

ter for automatic control (CRAN) at Lorraine University in France [1]. The project 

presented in [1] [2] develops a security management application of chemical prod-

ucts warehouse by wireless sensor network. The purpose of this application is to 

monitor chemical storage because such storage management product may cause great 

danger if safeguards are not respected. This application generates security alerts. An 

alert is transferred by a high priority packet across the wireless network to achieve 

the sink. Hence, this real-time application requires strict constraints on both delay 

and packet loss rate in order to report the alert data to the sink node within certain 

time limits without loss. These performance metrics (delay and packet loss rate) are 

usually referred to as Quality of Service (QoS) requirements [3]. Therefore, enabling 

real-time application in wireless sensor networks requires energy and QoS awareness 

in network layer of the protocol stack in order to have efficient utilization of the 

network resources and effective access to sensors readings.  

Thus, QoS routing is an important topic in sensor networks research, and it has 

been the focus of the research community of WSN. Many QoS based routing proto-

cols specifically designed for WSN have been proposed, for example, SPEED [4], 

MM-SPEED [5], RPAR [6], THVR [7], FELGossiping [8], M-HTR[9], RRR [10], 

EQSR [11] and MARP [12]. For our application, we had chosen Random Re-

Routing (RRR) protocol. 

In this paper, we realize energy efficient and QoS based network layer which uses 

RRR routing protocol for security management of chemical products warehouse, and 

we evaluate his adaptation to the application functionality with extensive simula-

tions. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the 

security management application of chemical products warehouse. In section 3, we 

present the network layer and, in section 4, we analyze the performance of the pro-

posed solution. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5. 

2. Security Management Application 

Accidents in the chemical industry are becoming frequent due to the absence of ade-

quate security measures especially in the chemical warehousing field. This topic has 

attracted the interest of several research projects [1]. 

The application of our work has been done to meet the needs of this field, its goal 

is to monitor dangerous chemical products warehouse. This application was able to 

turn the chemical units in communicating entities by wireless sensor nodes to collect 

information from its environment as shown in figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Communicating entity for dangerous chemical products. 

 

The sensors glued to chemical units must periodically send information (routine 

data) about the status of products (temperature, pressure, etc). If there is an abrupt 

change from an environmental or internal state of chemical products, the application 

at the sensors must report this alert (unusual event) to the control center via the sink 

node by high priority packet as shown in figure 2. 

 

 

 

                                                           

                               

Fig. 2. Routing of unusual event packet. 

 

The sensors must use energy efficient and QoS based network layer which gives a 

short delay and low packet loss rate for unusual events packets. 
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3.   Network Layer Solution 

3.1.   Network Initialization Phase 

The network initialization phase [8] starts after the sensor nodes are randomly distri-

buted in the controlled area. In the beginning, the sink broadcasts a HELLO message 

to its neighbors. The HELLO message contains: the hop count (HC) and the sender 

address (SA). The hop count is used to setup the gradient to the sink which means it 

shows the node distance to the base station, and the sender address is used to build 

the neighbor table of each node. After broadcasting the HELLO message, all 1-hop 

neighbors will receive this message and each one will execute the following steps: 

 If it doesn’t have a gradient: 

- Gets its hop count by saving HC in its memory. 

- Saves SA and the hop count of the sender node in its neighbor table. The hop 

count of the sender is equal to HC-1. 

- Increases HC by 1. The old HC is then replaced in the HELLO message with 

the new one and the node will continue to broadcast this message to farther 

nodes. As shown in figure 3, at each stage the hop count will be incremented 

by 1. 

 If it has a gradient: 

- Gets SA and the hop count of the sender node. If SA exists in neighbor table, 

the corresponding hop count will be replaced with the new one. Else, informa-

tion will be saved in the neighbor table. 

- Compares its gradient to the HC and will replace its hop count with the mes-

sage’s HC if the latter is smaller, and will add 1 to the HC prior to broadcast-

ing it. However, if its gradient is smaller than or equal to the HC, it will dis-

card the message. As a result, the gradient will keep the best route. 

Finally, the process will continue until all nodes receive the HELLO message. At 

that time, the network initialization phase will be completed. Now each node knows 

its distance to the sink node and its entire neighbors and their gradient through 

neighbor table. Nodes can starts routing packets to the base station through a routing 

protocol. 
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Fig. 3. Network Initialization Phase. 

3.2.   Routing Protocol 

We had chosen Random Re-Routing (RRR) protocol which is evaluated in [13] and 

compared with other QoS based routing protocols. Simulation results in [13] showed 

that RRR can achieve very low end to end delay and low packet loss rate, and we 

have to study this protocol for supporting our security management application and 

his network layer. 

RRR [10] is a distributed and adaptive routing algorithm which can detect the oc-

currence of unusual events (alert) and provide better QoS for packets that carry alert 

information. The WSN is composed of sensor nodes which may have both sensing 

and forwarding roles. RRR is implemented in each of the sensor and forwarding 

nodes. It distinguishes packets of routine data and unusual events, packets from 

unusual events are routed along preferred paths, while the routine data are randomly 

shunted to slower and possibly longer secondary paths. 

In RRR, the sensor nodes will change their routing policy adaptively according to 

the current traffic level. When the overall total traffic level is low, the preferred 

paths will be shared by all packets. However, when the total traffic exceeds a given 

threshold, the preferred paths will be reserved for forwarding only the unusual events 

data packets and secondary paths will be used for the routine data packets. This me-

chanism provides significantly better QoS to unusual events packet. 

In more detail, each node monitors the rate at which it receives unusual events 

packets, and if this rate does not exceed a threshold θu, then the node forwards all 

packets it receives along their preferred path towards their destinations as shown in 

figure 4. The preferred path will be the path with the minimum number of hops (the 

shortest one). In this case, RRR uses the same path for both types of packets which 

can consume a lot of transit nodes energy especially if it continues for long time. To 
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control this, we add an energy threshold to RRR protocol. If the energy consumed by 

transit node exceeds the threshold (e.g. energy consumption exceeds 85% of the 

initial energy), then the node is only involved in unusual events packets routing as 

shown in figure 5. If a node (source or transit) senses that the rate at which it for-

wards unusual packets exceeds the threshold θu, then it will forward all unusual 

events packets along the preferred path to their destination, while all routine data 

packets will be directed along a randomized route which leave the shortest paths to 

the high priority traffic (unusual events packets) as shown in figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. RRR behavior in not congested traffic for θu=3pkt/s and speed (alert packets)=1pkt/s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. RRR behavior if the consumed energy of node exceeds the energy threshold. 
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Fig. 6. RRR behavior in congested traffic for θu=3pkt/s and speed (alert packets)=5pkt/s. 

3.3.   Adding/Removing Chemical Units 

If a set of chemical units are added or removed from the warehouse, a node glued to 

one of these chemical units broadcasts respectively a joining or leaving message to 

all nodes that are in its transmission range [14]. A node that receives this message, 

routes it to the sink. Then, the sink begins running the initialization phase to rebuild 

the hop count and neighbor tables of all network nodes, hence adapting the network 

topology to change in the number of nodes. 

4.   Analysis 

In this section, we evaluate the packet average delay, the packet loss rate and the 

energy consumption of the network layer under different sensor nodes densities. 

Furthermore, we use Castalia simulator [15] to implement the network layer. 

Currently, many wireless sensor network simulators are available as NS2 and 

SENSE but Castalia provides realistic wireless channel and radio models, and 

realistic node behavior especially relating to access of the radio [16] [17]. 

The simulated networks consist of 100, 200, 300 and 400 nodes respectively with a 

single sink. The node positions are all uniformly distributed at random within a 

300m x 300m square (m=meters). The communication range is 30 meters, the sink is 

located at the center of the square and the RRR threshold θu is 3pkt/s. The simula-

tion parameters that we have chosen have been selected so as to be compatible with 

other studies of WSN [10] [12] [18]. 
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We simulate the network under two state of traffic: 

- Not congested traffic: the routine data packet rate is 0.2 pkt/s for each node, 

while the unusual event traffic rate is 1 pkt/s at 2 nodes. In this case, the 

unusual event traffic rate at the intermediate nodes doesn’t exceed θu. 

- Congested traffic: the routine data packet rate is 1 pkt/s for each node, while 

the unusual event traffic rate is 5 pkt/s at 4 nodes. The network load becomes 

higher now as there are more sources of unusual event with higher rate, so the 

unusual event traffic rate at the intermediate nodes exceeds θu. 

We simulate these two routing schemes under different node densities between 100 

and 400 nodes. 

4.1.   Delay  

Figures 7 and 8 shows the packet average end to end delay for each type of packet 

and for four levels of network density (100, 200, 300 and 400 nodes). 

Figure 7 shows that the network layer is able to meet the time constraints for alert 

packets (unusual event) in congested traffic, the alert packet delay is very short even 

with the increasing of the network density. In congested traffic, the unusual event 

traffic rate at the intermediate nodes exceed the threshold θu and then the unusual 

event packets are routed along the shortest path whereas the routine data packets are 

forwarded via random alternative paths. So as shown in figure 7, the unusual event 

data achieve lower packet delay than the routine data. 

Figure 8 shows the packet average delay in not congested traffic. As expected, the 

routine data packet delay is very close to the unusual event packet delay because the 

network handles both unusual event and routine data by the shortest path. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Delay performance in congested traffic. 
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Fig. 8. Delay performance in not congested traffic. 

4.2.   Packet Loss Rate 

Figures 9 and 10 shows that the network layer guarantees a very low packet loss rate 

for the alert packets in the two classes of traffic.  

In congested traffic, the routine data packets have a medium packet loss rate as 

shown in figure 9 because they pass through random alternative paths that have a 

low quality of service and may be congested by routine data packets from other 

sources. The analysis of trace files showed that the majority of packets are lost due 

to: 

- Overloading of nodes causing saturation of the queues. 

- Interference because we have many transfers, so there is more concurrent 

access to the radio channel. 

Reasoning according to the density of the network, figures 9 and 10 shows that the 

network layer was able to maintain a constant and low packet loss rate for alert 

packets even when the density of the network increases. For routine data packets, the 

number of successfully received packets increases because the node will have more 

choices of the next hop when the number of neighbor nodes increases. 
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Fig. 9. Packet loss rate performance in congested traffic. 

 

 

 
Fig. 10. Packet loss rate performance in not congested traffic. 

4.3.   Energy Consumption 

To study the energy consumption of the network layer, we performed two different 

simulations. First, we compare it to another network layer which uses energy 

efficient and QoS based routing protocol for WSN. Second, we evaluate the energy 

threshold performance.  

 Energy consumption: we had chosen to compare our solution with a network 

layer which uses FELGossiping routing protocol [8]. We had also implemented 
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FELGossiping with Castalia simulator. We considered nodes with an initial 

energy equal to 18760 Joules. We measured the average energy consumed by the 

network nodes in different periods of time. The simulation result is shown in 

figure 11. We observe that RRR achieves more energy savings than 

FELGossiping because RRR protocol does not use any control messages, the 

routing decision is done using the neighbors table built in the initialization 

phase. The analysis of trace files showed that FELGossiping protocol has a 

bigger throughput than RRR which gives a higher packet transmission number 

and so a higher energy consumption. Therefore, our network layer optimizes 

more the energy consumption and therefore ensures a long network lifetime than 

the FELGossiping based network layer. 

 Energy threshold evaluation: now we consider nodes with limited energy and 

we simulate the network traffic until the first node dead first for the initial RRR 

protocol and then for the RRR with our energy threshold. The effect of the 

energy threshold is shown in table 1, the table shows death time of the first node 

for both protocols. Nodes tend to die faster in the initial protocol. With our thre-

shold, the probability of choosing the same node as the next hop for long time is 

reduced. Thereby, the energy has been more balanced and fairly used. The thre-

shold leads to saving energy and hence prolonging the overall network lifetime. 

  

Table 1. Death time of first node (in seconds) 

 Initial RRR RRR with energy threshold 

Death time (s) 58,309 59,15 

 

 

 
Fig. 11. Energy consumption performance. 
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5.   Conclusion 

In this paper, we realized a network layer for security management application of 

chemical products warehouse. We used Random Re-Routing (RRR) protocol that is 

designed to react to network congestion so as to provide better quality of service to 

alert packets caused by unusual and critical events. We added an energy threshold to 

improve RRR protocol for saving more energy and prolonging the network lifetime. 

We also proposed a solution for network self-organization when chemical units are 

added or removed from the warehouse. Simulation results showed that the network 

layer can achieve short average end to end delay and low packets loss rate for alert 

packets, and RRR showed its improvement in the network lifetime when we used the 

energy threshold. As a future project, we will improve the network layer to be fault-

tolerant and to react when node becomes unreachable. 
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